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Preface

At last this is my venture to address a textbook on sample surveys to an
international readership.

This text is meant for students taking undergraduate-level university
courses in statistics and also for those taking courses at the graduate and
master levels in statistics.

The present author also wrote an elementary-level textbook called Essen-

tials of Survey Sampling published by Prentice Hall of India in New Delhi in
January 2010, which is supposed to be printed as a revised second edition in
early 2014.

Survey Sampling: Theory & Methods is by the present author in
collaboration with Professor H. Stenger of Mannheim University, Germany,
with the first edition published in 1992 by Marcel Dekker, New York and a
thoroughly revised and enhanced second edition published by Chapman &
Hall/CRC, Taylor & Francis Group, Boca Raton, FL in 2005.

All three texts present a sizable amount of material on various aspects
of survey sampling. Yet, there is a need for what may be considered an
international-level textbook on survey sampling despite there being quite a
few publications available in the international market on the present subject.

As I have been teaching this subject for numerous years at the Indian
Statistical Institute and have considerable experience with this topic, having
published profusely in numerous journals, I wish to share with those around
the world my work and knowledge gained as a veteran teacher.

Applied Statistics Unit Arijit Chaudhuri

Indian Statistical Institute, email: arijitchaudhuri1@rediffmail.com

203, B.T. Road, November 2013
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1 Exposure to Sampling

Abstract. Introduction. Concepts of population, sample, and sampling.

1.0 ABSTRACT

A survey means organized observation with the purpose of reaching conclu-
sions in a scientific manner. Observation relates to a totality, called a Popula-
tion or a Universe, and a part thereof is a Sample. It is possible and useful to
survey a sample to make inferences concerning parameters that mean charac-
teristics of a population. In survey sampling a parameter typically is an un-
known real number. Using observed real values for a selected sample, a derived
real number is proposed as a possible value of the unknown parametric value
or as a point estimator. As an alternative, an interval with this point estima-
tor within it along with two numbers on either side of it is claimed to contain
within itself the unknowable parametric value with a reasonable claim for such
an assertion to hold true. This is Interval Estimation. An organizer of a Sam-
ple Survey is assigned a task to explain how to choose a sample appropriately
to justify the specification from the observed sample values a point estimator
and an interval estimator in a way acceptable to a scientific community.

1.1 INTRODUCTION

The dominating topic in Survey Sampling is estimation. A real-life problem de-
manding practical application is here the motivating factor. But to formulate,
develop, and study a related theory, certain abstractions are naturally needed.
We stumble first upon the conceptualization of what is called a Population
or a Universe. This denotes the totality of all objects of interest in a given
context. For example, all the building structures on a street in Kolkata con-
stitute a Population. So, all the 50 states plus the National Capital Territory,
Washington, D.C., form a universe in the context of all the components of the
United States. A serious study of certain features of the constituent compo-
nents of such a Population would be a tremendous task. So, handling only a
few of these parts of a Population should appear reasonable while being cog-
nizant of the general characteristics of all the elements of such Populations. To
grasp an essential idea in such a situation, it is judged imperative to hit upon
the concept of a Sample which, nontechnically speaking, is but a Part of a
Population. For the individuals in the sample, respective values of one or more
variables of interest are ascertained to the extent possible. Some suitable func-
tions of the values on the sampled individuals are taken as suitable Statistics,
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2 Modern Survey Sampling

combined judiciously, if necessary, with other available variate-values for the
sampled units, or all the population members are employed to estimate the val-
ues of parameters representing characteristics of interest defined for the popu-
lation of all the individuals concerned. If a statistic is worked out as a real num-
ber to be the value of a parameter of interest defined as a real number, then the
statistic is treated as a point estimator, for the real-valued parameter. Some-
times an interval around the value of this point estimator taking some sam-
pled variate-values suitably combined with certain other suitable constants,
is constructed, claiming to contain within itself the parameter value with a
high probability. This interval is called a Confidence Interval. The probability
associated as above with such an interval is called the Confidence Coefficient.

The problem to be addressed by the Investigator is how to choose an appro-
priate sample and procedures for Point and Interval estimation for real-valued
parameters defined on Populations of interest.

1.2 CONCEPTS OF POPULATION, SAMPLE, AND SAMPLING

By U = (1, . . . , i, . . . , N) we denote a Population of a known number N of
individuals also called members, units, or elements, in the context of Sample
Surveys or Survey Sampling. Each element of U , say, i, is supposed to be
identifiable and assigned labels as i for identification and referencing. For a
population of all the villages in a given district in a province in a country,
Names will be the identifier but will be substituted as label i, which bears the
values 1, 2, 3, . . . etc.

The crop-fields in a given village in their turn must also be tagged with
such labels of positive integers for identification and referrals, though thus
tagged every element is a tangible, concrete object in a Survey Population
which is finite with a known number N of objects. If we consider a pond
in a city or town or a village the number of fishes in it is of course finite
at every instant of time, but this number for all practical purposes must be
considered as unknown. So, the theory we are going to establish cannot cover
such a concept as a Population of fishes in a given pond. This is because no
individual fish in a pond can be identified and tagged without causing damage
to its life and liberty. However, taking special care for such contingencies, a
modified theory will be described in brief to cover such populations which are
finite but composed of unknown and unidentifiable entities.

Treating i1, i2, . . . , in each as one of the labels i in U , we shall denote by the
sequence (i1, . . . , ij, . . . , in) = s, a Sample from U . Here, the order in which
the labels occur in s is important and such an s is called an “ordered” sample
from U . These labels in s need not all be “distinct.” Yet number of labels in
s is recognized as n, and this n is called the “size” of the Sample s. But by
v(s) we denote the number of Distinct units in s, and this v(s) is called the
“Effective Size” of the sample s. Of course, 1 <= v(s) <= n. By Sampling
we mean the act of selecting a sample from the population. In order that
a scientific theory may be developed for sample selection and estimation of
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Population Parameters using the samples drawn and surveyed, it is useful if
one chooses a sample s with a pre-assigned probability, denoted, say, as p(s).
Since it is a probability, of necessity, we must have

(i) 0 <= p(s) <= 1

(ii)
∑

s

p(s) = 1.

Here
∑

s

denotes summing over all possible choices of a sample s from U.

A sample is more usefully defined as a set s∗ = {i1, . . . , in} of distinct labels
i1, i2, . . . , in which are the n distinct entities of U . Here it is immaterial in
which order the respective labels of U are written in s∗. Here n is taken as the
Size of the sample s∗ and it is obviously its effective size as well. Here

(

N
n

)

is the
total number of possible such unordered samples of n distinct units drawable
from the Population U of N units. By p(s∗) we mean the selection-probability
of s∗ from U , and we need

(i) 0 <= p(s∗) <= 1

(ii)
∑

s∗

p(s∗) = 1.

Here
∑

s∗

denotes sum over all the

(

N

n

)

possible number of ways defining

the samples like s∗ that may be chosen from U.

Any such function p defined on the totality of all possible samples like s
or s∗ from U described above with the two specified properties is called a
Sampling Design. In practice, for simplicity, we shall write s to denote either
a Sequence-type or a Set-type sample avoiding the cumbrous symbol s∗ unless
it is crucial to stress that we mean to imply an “unordered” sample of only
“distinct units.”

We shall throughout, unless emphasized otherwise, mean to use a sam-
ple s to be chosen with a certain probability p(s) employing a design (more
elaborately a sampling design) p. Thus, s is a random variable.

In surveying a sample our concern will be to observe the values yi for a main
real variable y of interest for the respective units i in the sample s actually
chosen to be surveyed. Of course the real values yi are defined for every i(=
1, 2, . . . , N) in the population U defining the vector Y = (y1, . . . , yi, . . . , yN).
Likewise, other real variables x, z, w, etc., are with respective values xi, zi, wi,
etc., for i in U and the vectors

X = (x1, . . . , xi, . . . , xN ),

Z = (z1, . . . , zi, . . . , zN),

W = (w1, . . . , wi, . . . , wN ).



4 Modern Survey Sampling

The prime interest in Sample Surveys is to suitably estimate the population
total Y =

∑N
1 yi of y using the survey data denoted d = (s, yi|i ∈ s) along

with knowledge of Z, W, etc., plus partial knowledge at least of X as, for
example, the value of X =

∑N
1 xi being prima facie known. Let t

′

= t(d) =
t(s,Y) with the restriction that t(s,Y) does not involve any yi in Y unless i
is in s (i.e., it is free of yj for j /∈ s).

Such a function t of d is called a statistic. Appreciating that Y is a vector of
fixed but unknown values yi for i ∈ s, this t(s,Y) is a random variable because
it is a function of the random variable s even though the other component in
t(s,Y) is a constant. So, we may define

Ep(t) =
∑

s

p(s)t(s,Y)

as the expectation of t with respect to the design p which provides t(s,Y) its
multiplier in Ep(t).

Such a function t of t(s,Y) may be employed to estimate Y . The unknow-
able value of t − Y = t(s,Y) − Y is called the error in estimating Y by the
value of t(s,Y) for a sample s at hand. The expected value of this error viz.

Ep(t− Y ) = Bp(t) =
∑

s

p(s)(t(s,Y)− Y )

is defined and called the Bias of t in estimating Y using the data

d = (s, yi|i ∈ s)

on choosing the sample s on implementing the design p. The square error
(t− Y )2 has the expectation

Ep(t− Y )2 =
∑

s

p(s)(t(s,Y)− Y )2

called the Mean Square Error (MSE) of t in estimating Y .

Again Vp(t) = σ2 = σ2
p(t) = Ep(t− Ep(t))

2

is defined. This is called the variance of t in respect of the design p which has
given the probability p(s) to the sample s to be selected for being surveyed,
yielding the data d and the estimator t for Y .

Clearly, MSE = Vp(t) +B2
p(t)

i.e., MSE = Variance + Squared Bias.

The estimator t for Y is called a Point Estimator for Y , as it is just a value that
is a real number proposed to represent the value Y which is just an unknown
real number. The performance characteristics of t as a Point Estimator for
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Y are the quantities Ep(t), Bp(t), Mp(t), and Vp(t) = σ2
p(t). The quantity

σp(t) = +
√

Vp(t) is called the Standard Error of t.
Let us consider the expanded quantity

Mp(t) =
∑

s

p(s)(t− Y )2 =
∑

1

p(t)(t(s,Y)− Y )2 +
∑

2

p(s)(t(s,Y)− Y )2,

denoting by
∑

1 the sum over the samples s for which |(t(s,Y)− Y )| exceeds
a positive number K, briefly

∑

1

=
∑

s:|t(s,Y)−Y |≥K>0

and
∑

2

denoting the sum over the samples s in the complementary set so that

∑

2

=
∑

s:|t(s,Y)−Y |<K

.

Then it follows that

MSE ≥ K2
∑

s:|t(s,Y)−Y |≥K

= K2Prob[|t(s,Y)− Y | ≥ K]

writing Prob[.] for the probability of the event denoted by the symbol[.].
Hence, it follows that

Prob[|t(s,Y)− Y | ≥ K] ≤ Ep(t− Y )2

K2

or Prob[|t(s,Y)− Y | ≥ K] ≤ σp
2(t) +Bp

2(t)

K2

Choosing a positive number λ such that K = λσp(t) it follows that

Prob[|t− Y | ≥ λσp(t)] ≤
1

λ2
+

1

λ2
(
(Bp(t))

σp(t)
)2

or Prob[t− λσp(t) ≤ Y ≤ t+ λσp(t)] ≥ (1 − 1

λ2
)− 1

λ2
(
(Bp(t))

σp(t)
)2

So, whatever may be the vector Y of real numbers yi, i ∈ U , it follows that
the random interval

CI = (t− λσp(t), t+ λσp(t))

contains the unknown number Y =
∑N

1 yi within itself with a probability at
least as high as

(1− 1

λ2
)− 1

λ2
(
(Bp(t))

σp(t)
)2 = CC
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This interval CI is called a Confidence Interval covering the parameter Y
within itself with a Confidence Coefficient at least as high as this number CC.
Reporting this about this CI in terms of CC is called Interval Estimation of
Y . The situation simplifies greatly for an estimator t for Y ensuring Bp(t) = 0
for every Y. Such a t is called an unbiased estimator for Y . In such a case
(t−λσp(t), t+λσp(t)) provides a Confidence Interval for Y with a Confidence
Coefficient at least as high as (1− 1

λ2 ).
The quantity 2λσp gives the width of the Confidence Interval. It is desirable

to have a Confidence Interval with a small width. Thus it is desirable to employ
for Y an unbiased point estimator t with σp(t) small in magnitude for any
prescribed choice of λ for which (1 − 1

λ2 ) should be as large as, say, equal to
0.95 or 0.99, giving us a CI with a CC at least as high as 95 or 99. The problem
of sampling then for an investigator to solve is stipulating a sampling design
p, throwing up the survey data d and a point estimator which is unbiased
for Y , admitting a small σp(t) so as to provide an accurate estimation rule,
and as a by product yielding a CI with a desirably small width and a high
Confidence Coefficient.



2 Initial Ramifications

Abstract. Introduction. Sampling design, sampling scheme. Random num-
bers and their uses in random sampling (SRS). Drawing simple random sam-
ples with and without replacement. Estimation of mean, total, ratio of to-
tals/means: variance and variance estimation. Determination of sample sizes.
Appendix to Chapter 2.

2.0 ABSTRACT

Only a few rudimentary concepts related to survey sampling are briefly set
forth in this chapter. How to select a sample for which a selection-probability is
specified to prescribe its performance characteristics is to be clearly narrated.
Concepts of random samples and simple random samples are to be laid bare.
How many samples are to be chosen and with what requirements also need to
be clarified. How to measure accuracy in terms of unknowable features and
how to assess its realization through measurements are briefly discussed.

2.1 INTRODUCTION

In Chapter 1 we noted that a finite Survey Population U = (1, 2, . . . , i, . . . , N)
containing N distinctly identifiable units labeled, respectively, as 1, 2, . . . , i,
. . . , N is said to have N as its size which is a finite positive integer known
to the investigator. A sample s from U may be either a sequence of a finite
number of labels ordered successively as the first, second, etc., to the nth
element i1, i2, . . . , in each of which is one of the labels of the units of U .
Thus, s = (i1, . . . , ij, . . . , in), and n is the size of this ordered sample and the
elements in this sequence s need not all be distinct. Alternatively a sample s
from U may denote a set of n distinct units of U with no regard for the order of
succession in which these labels are inserted in the sample s which is a set of n
distinct units of U . This number n is the size of the sample s. Here 1 ≤ n ≤ N .
In case a sample s is a sequence of ordered units n in number, not all of which
need to be distinct from one another, this sample s, though it has the size
as n, also has an Effective Size which is the number of distinct labels out of
these total of n labels that are contained in s. How to draw samples with what
rationales and how to use them with what purpose are issues to be settled.

2.2 SAMPLING DESIGN, SAMPLING SCHEME

By Sampling Design we mean a probability measure p that assigns to a sample
s a selection-probability p(s) with two properties as discussed in Chapter 1.
Its principal role is to guide us in developing a unified theory of estimating
from survey data Population parameters of theoretical and practical interest.

7



8 Modern Survey Sampling

In contrast a Sampling Scheme specifies methods of actual selection of
samples. When so laid down, a sampling scheme prescribes probabilities of
selection of samples. Thus, a sampling scheme develops a sampling design.
Correspondingly, given a sampling design, it is possible to work out a sampling
scheme. Let us see some details.

If for every possible sample s from U there is given a procedure for its
selection with a given probability p(s), say, then a sampling design p is already
formed. To grasp the idea of its converse also being true—that is, given a
sampling design p assigning to a sample s its selection-probability p(s)—let
us refer to Hanurav’s (1962) classical device which gives us a corresponding
procedure of choosing such a sample according to an actual scheme of selection
by a one-by-one draw of units from the population.

Let s = (i1, . . . , ij , . . . , in) denote a sample of which ij is the unit chosen
from U assigned the jth label for j = 1, . . . , n. Let p(s) values for each such
s be given. Hanurav (1962) gives a draw-by-draw procedure for its selection.

Let p(i1) = probability of choosing the singleton sample (i1),

p(i1, i2) = probability of choosing the sample (i1, i2), etc., and finally,

p(i1, . . . , ij, . . . , in) = given probability of choosing s = (i1, . . . , ij, . . . , in)

Let αi1 =
∑

1 p(s), with
∑

1 as the sum over all samples with i1 as its first
element; αi1i2 =

∑

2 p(s) with
∑

2 as the sum over all samples of which i1, i2
are the first two units and so on; and finally αi1i2...in =

∑

n p(s) with
∑

n as
the sum over all samples with i1, i2, . . . , in as the first n units in the samples.
Then Hanurav’s (1962) sampling scheme specifies the following:

1. Make the first draw from U with probability αi1 to get i1 as the first
unit in the sample s.

2. Then, implement a Bernoullian trial with
(

1− βi1

αi1

)

as the probability

of “success” stipulating to make another draw only on realizing a
“success,” stopping further exercise in case of a “failure.”

3. Then, if a ‘success’ results draw the unit i2 with probability
αi1i2

αi1−βi1
.

4. Next perform another Bernoulli trial with probability of success
(

1− βi1i2

αi1i2

)

with a similar stipulation as in step (2). If a failure results

in step (4), one ends up getting the sample (i1, i2) with probability

αi1

(

αi1 − βi1
αi1

)

αi1i2

αi1 − βi1

βi1i2
αi1i2

= βi1i2 .

With similar additional steps one chooses following this procedure a sample
s = (i1, . . . , ij . . . , in) with probability

αi1

(

αi1 − βi1
αi1

)

× αi1i2
αi1 − βi1

× · · · × βi1i2···in
αi1···in

= βi1i2···in .


